Modeling the human PTC bitter-taste receptor interactions with bitter tastants.
We employed the first principles computational method MembStruk and homology modeling techniques to predict the 3D structures of the human phenylthiocarbamide (PTC) taste receptor. This protein is a seven-transmembrane-domain G protein-coupled receptor that exists in two main forms worldwide, designated taster and nontaster, which differ from each other at three amino-acid positions. 3D models were generated with and without structural similarity comparison to bovine rhodopsin. We used computational tools (HierDock and ScanBindSite) to generate models of the receptor bound to PTC ligand to estimate binding sites and binding energies. In these models, PTC binds at a site distant from the variant amino acids, and PTC binding energy was equivalent for both the taster and nontaster forms of the protein. These models suggest that the inability of humans to taste PTC is due to a failure of G protein activation rather than decreased binding affinity of the receptor for PTC. Amino-acid substitutions in the sixth and seventh transmembrane domains of the nontaster form of the protein may produce increased steric hindrance between these two alpha-helices and reduce the motion of the sixth helix required for G protein activation.